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Methodology + Thesis

In 2021, Black Future Labs commissioned HIT Strategies to conduct a poll of Black American voters to determine
Black Americans’ preferred policy solutions on their three priority issues. Also in 2021, BLOC Wisconsin
commissioned HIT to conduct a poll of Black Milwaukeeans on criminal justice reform. As such, HIT has data on
Black voters' preferred policies regarding:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Racial Justice
Climate Justice
Economic Justice
Criminal Justice Reform

Since the polls, HIT Strategies has tracked the Biden Administration and Democrats’ progress on Black voters' policy
agenda. Black voters are broadly unaware of the progress made on their top issues, leading to cynicism, apathy,
and lack of morale to vote in the upcoming elections.

Black Policy Agenda: Racial Justice
Top policy priorities for Black voters to Combat Racism

Progress Report
•

DoJ charged Buffalo shooter with domestic terrorism; DoJ + FBI are
investigating Jan 6 Capitol attack as act of domestic terrorism

•

NSC's Strategy for Countering Domestic Extremism calls for increased
screening processes for federal law enforcement

•

Strategy for Countering Domestic Extremism directs DHS to allot $77M to
state/local partners to combat domestic extremism

•

In May 2021, Biden signed into law several provisions of the NO HATE Act,
including a hate crimes reporting system and grants for states to create hate
crime hotlines

•

In May 2021, the Biden admin joined the Christchurch call, which commits
the U.S. to encourage media outlets/social media platforms to avoid
amplifying extremist content

•

In April 2021, Pentagon head Lloyd Austin issued a memorandum to
increase military's screening/training for detecting extremism

•

Biden's FY2023 budget proposal requests $215.2M for DoJ's Civil Rights
Division to expand hate crimes deterrence/prosecution

•

In March 2022, Biden signed into law the Emmett Till Antilynching Act.

Click to Access More Detailed Progress Report

*Priorities of Black adults determined by HIT poll commissioned by Black Futures Lab in March/April 2021. N = 600 Black adults, MOE = +/-3.7%.

Black Policy Agenda: Economic Justice
Progress Report

Top policy priorities for Black voters on Economic Security

•

Biden's American Rescue Plan sent out $1,400-per-person checks

•

In Jan 2022, Biden raised minimum wage for federal civilian
employees to $15/hr

•

Biden has cancelled $10,000 in student loan debt for borrowers
making less than $125,000 and $20,000 for borrowers who
received Pell Grants
No federally-owned student loan payments have occurred during
Biden’s tenure

•

•

ARP extended $300/week supplemental unemployment
benefits for six months

•

ARP allocated $21.55B to the Emergency Rental Assistance
Program

•

Biden's FY2023 budget proposal includes $26.3B for Pell
Grants and seeks to "double maximum Pell Grant by 2029"

Click to Access More Detailed Progress Report

*Priorities of Black adults determined by HIT poll commissioned by Black Futures Lab in March/April 2021. N = 600 Black adults, MOE = +/-3.7%. Noneconomic options (“Enact comprehensive criminal justice reform”, “Cut carbon admissions to zero by the year 2050”, “Implement a domestic policy task
force to reduce structural racism across all federal agencies”) were eliminated from this list.

Black Policy Agenda: Climate Justice
Progress Report

Top policy priorities for Black voters to tackle Climate Change
•

BIL invests $21B to clean up Superfund + brownfield sites

•

Inflation Reduction Act sets limits on methane leakage, requiring
companies that emit methane above thresholds to pay a fee

•

BIL invests $50B to expand clean water access, eliminate lead pipes

•

IRA allots $16.2B in funding for clean energy technology in
low income/disadvantaged communities

•

BIL invests $50B to improve infrastructure resilience against natural
disasters

•

BIL invests $7.5B in electric vehicle chargers, $66B in freight/passenger
rail, $65B in clean energy transmission

•

IRA provides $1B to make affordable housing more energy efficient

•

BIL authorizes $108B for public transit programs, including for lowemission buses/school buses, rural ferry services, and public transit repairs

•

IRA provides funding for key goals of the GND, including $16.2B for
environmental justice, $60B for clean energy manufacturing, as well as
creating 9 million good jobs in American manufacturing over 10 years

•

IRA appropriates $10B in investment tax credits for clean technology
manufacturing facilities: EVs, wind turbines, and solar panels

Click to Access More Detailed Progress Report

*Priorities of Black adults determined by HIT poll commissioned by Black Futures Lab in March/April 2021. N = 600 Black adults, MOE = +/-3.7%.

Black Policy Agenda: Criminal Justice Reform
Top policy priorities for Black voters on Criminal Justice Reform

Progress Report

• Biden's executive order on policing created a new national
database to track officers with claims of misconduct against
them
• Biden’s policing EO bans federal officers from using chokeholds
+ awards grants to police departments that comply with EO
• ARP appropriates over $2B to non-police community violence
interventions
• DoJ is enforcing 11 pattern-and-practice investigations, including
into Louisville PD (who killed Breonna Taylor) and Minneapolis
PD (who killed George Floyd)
• Biden's policing EO limits use of no-knock warrants by
federal officers

Click to Access More Detailed Progress Report

*Policy preferences of Black Milwaukee voters as determined by HIT poll commissioned by BLOC Wisconsin in November
2021. N = 600 Black RVs, MOE = +/-4.0%. “Defund the police”, “remove police from schools”, and “abolish the police” are
omitted due to their comparatively low support among respondents.

